
How  Public  Speaking  Can  Help
Your Career

It’s something even the brightest minds in business fear. Something you avoid at
all costs. Even those that do it for a living never get truly comfortable with it.
We’re talking about public speaking. And you’re going to have to do it at some
point in your career. Whether it’s giving a presentation to your team or delivering
a speech in front of the entire company at the Christmas party, developing the
skill of public speaking is a must. Sure, it’s not your favorite thing in the world
but believe it or not, developing this difficult skill can be a great benefit both
personally and professionally.

It Makes You Memorable
When you speak in front of any number of people, their focus is on you. For
however long the stage is yours, you have everyone’s undivided attention. Great
public speakers know this and instead of fearing the opportunity in front of them,
they see it as a chance to have influence and make a lasting impression. When
you have a chance to speak in front of a group, they are going to look to you as
their leader.

There’s Scarce Competition
Most people avoid public speaking at all costs. Whether it’s giving a best man
speech at a wedding or delivering a sermon at church, there aren’t many people
in the audience that have the courage to share their thoughts and wisdom in front
of a crowd. If you’re able to become even an average public speaker, people will
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look to you with respect because you possess a skill most of them don’t.

You Connect with People
If you think about some of the most memorable speeches ever given, names like
Martin Luther King Jr., John F. Kennedy and Winston Churchill come to mind. So,
what made all these names great public speakers? Their ability to show empathy
and connect with people. If you’re able to speak in a way that conveys passion,
vulnerability and inspiration, your audience can’t help but be drawn to you. In
short, you will be their champion.

You Can Be a Catalyst for Change
Think about the last time you received that email that was circulated to everyone
in the organization announcing a new direction or change in policy. You read it
and talked about it with your colleagues but probably didn’t give much more
thought. Now think about the last time someone at the top gave a speech in front
of everyone. Even if it was last year, it still sticks out in your mind.

The fact remains that listening to someone speak always has a greater impact
than a voiceless note sent electronically. If you want to enact change in your life
or your organization, do it by speaking to people, not through a form letter or
email.

Leaders Get Promoted
Have you ever found yourself stuck in a rut? You want to advance in your career,
but  you  keep  bumping  into  that  glass  ceiling.  You  know  that  people  with
leadership qualities get promoted but you just can’t  figure out how to break
through. Developing the skill of public speaking is a great place to start. If you’re
able to speak in front of people, you have the power to change their minds. It’s no
secret that leaders have the ability to influence others and there might not be any
greater way to have influence than the spoken word.



You Become More Confident
Everyone is afraid of something. Maybe it’s heights, needles or tight spaces. One
fear that is shared by more people than any other however, is public speaking.
Getting over this fear takes some practice but if you’re able make it an asset,
you’ll feel empowered both personally and professionally. Even more, when you’re
able to connect with people, it’s a great reminder of your value and worth to
everyone around you.

What if You Mess Up?
No one  is  going  to  deny  that  there  are  more  enjoyable  things  than  public
speaking. Being the center of attention makes you nervous and what will people
think if you screw up? Believe it or not, the best public speakers in the world will
tell you that they make mistakes all the time. The best part is most of the time,
nobody notices. And when mistakes do happen, it brings about a moment of levity
that reminds the audience that whoever they’re listening to is a human just like
them.

Most people aren’t born as great public speakers. Fortunately, it’s a skill that can
be learned and a fear that can be overcome. If you’re willing to step outside your
comfort zone and put in the work, you’ll be setting yourself apart both personally
and professionally. Not only will you have developed a skill that makes you more
valuable to your organization, your confidence and sense of self-worth will grow
in other areas of your life as well. It can even help you improve your everyday
communication skills as well. Challenge yourself and give it a try.

If you work in the Life Sciences industries in the Bay Area, I am a recruiter that
can help you advance in your career. Contact me, Jeff King, at jking@rqfocus.com
or (541) 639-3501.
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